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ServiceMax was first launched in November 2001; since then it has undergone significant development and improvements with the help and support of many of our customers. Our aim with ServiceMax is still to provide small to medium sized service companies with an affordable system, rich on functionalities, to meet and often exceed their
expectations. 1-2-Access has considerable knowledge in the Heating and Gas Service industry unmatched by any of our competitors. This means that if a customer has a problem they rarely need to explain their business to us for us to be able to suggest a rapid solution in this was we all save. Contrary to most other off-the-shelf service

packages, ServiceMax is continuously updated to improve and introduce functionalities for the benefit and competitive advantage of our customers. As new technologies become affordable, like mobile data communications, we strive to implement solutions that meet our customers demands and desires for improved efficiency, flexibility and
reduced running cost, all within a stable software environment. The way we achieve this, primarily, is by establishing excellent working relationships with our customers, then cooperate closely as new functions are agreed, developed and introduced for testing out in the field before being made available for general release. In this way a constant

improvement cycle is established; we discuss, design, plan, test, review and introduce in this way the improvement cycle continues. Give ServiceMax a try to see how useful it can actually be for you! ServiceMax Description: ServiceMax was first launched in November 2001; since then it has undergone significant development and
improvements with the help and support of many of our customers. Our aim with ServiceMax is still to provide small to medium sized service companies with an affordable system, rich on functionalities, to meet and often exceed their expectations. 1-2-Access has considerable knowledge in the Heating and Gas Service industry unmatched by

any of our competitors. This means that if a customer has a problem they rarely need to explain their business to us for us to be able to suggest a rapid solution in this was we all save. Contrary to most other off-the-shelf service packages, ServiceMax is continuously updated to improve and introduce functionalities for the benefit and
competitive advantage of our customers. As new technologies become affordable, like mobile data communications, we strive to implement solutions that meet our customers demands and desires for improved efficiency, flexibility and reduced running cost, all within a stable software environment. The way we achieve this, primarily, is by

establishing excellent working relationships with our customers, then cooperate closely
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A ServiceMax Software package (One-off per customer) ServiceMax provides a comprehensive service management system for small to medium sized service companies. The ServiceMax software package is an ideal choice for Service Business who have a small service fleet and currently use spreadsheets, software, mailing list, and/or paper
for service management; it saves you money over conventional spreadsheet, word processing and mailing list. It gives you an immediate solution to your service management. Program Description: ServiceMax Software Package is a powerful, easy to use, affordable service management software package designed to provide Service Business

with the software to manage their entire service fleet, resolve service call issues, provide warranty and service information and manage customer relationship and service contracts. Included: Procedure, Job, Job Order and Tag – All jobs are categorized. You can add more new categories when you needed. Job History - All the jobs in the
database are searchable and easy to retrieve. Post a Job – You can post a job by going into jobs and add the job description and choose the process that you are interested in. Tag – Tags are used to classify the job for you. You can select one or more tags to classify the job as you wish. Task Time Reporting – The task time (which is the time

that a job spend to process) is calculated automatically. Pre- and post processing – ServiceMax provides you an excel file with the job pre-processing (logging) and post-processing (transaction). Job Log – You can choose to log the job at the start of the job and then view the summary of the whole job. Job Order/Tag Management – Tagging is
used for posting, searching, deleting or change the job order/tag Customer – A customer register in ServiceMax is for you to keep record of your customers and to update or change the customer profile according to your needs. Schedule – Calendar is available for service and/or work orders. You can add many events to service your service
and the customers can reserve time to your service. Customer Contact – Customers can be contacted either through phone, Email or Chat. Service - It is a service tracking system that records information about a job on the equipment and track the work history of the equipment. Service Request – You can submit service request and service

request is made to the nearest service center to your service location. Service Contract - Service contract is used to know how long or how many times you should service your 6a5afdab4c
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ServiceMax is an affordable package with a large range of functions designed to enhance the efficiency of the service companies. It provides a wide range of monitoring and reporting functions and has the ability to provide automatic reminder messages. ServiceMax gives you: Today’s gas and heating engineers work in ever increasing busy
environments and having to make more phone calls on a daily basis to manage customers can be very stressful and very time consuming. The ability to easily and quickly report, record and follow up on work is a vital part of a service engineer’s role. Our service policy is to give you the best quality equipment at the right price. This does not
mean that the equipment is untrustworthy but that we provide quality by providing all the important functions of a company service policy at an affordable price. ServiceMax Description: ServiceMax is an affordable package with a large range of functions designed to enhance the efficiency of the service companies. It provides a wide range of
monitoring and reporting functions and has the ability to provide automatic reminder messages. ServiceMax gives you: The Gas Safe Register provides a single point for your to view all Gas Safe registered companies. With gas safe you can: •Search for and view all registered companies. •View the number of active gas appliances in a premises
•Check the gas appliance log book •View the company’s key facts. •Look up all the details of a company, including individual directors •Find the most current and up to date information about an active Gas Safe registered company. Information You Can Find From The Register: The details you need to know about your company and all the
information you can find through the register are here: •Registration Number •Address •Directors •Contact Details •Company Status •Details of compliant installations •Company Website •Gas Safe Enforcer (Costs for this feature £67.50 per year) •Links to the Energy Saving Trust For more information about your Gas Safe Register and how
to find the information you need please contact us on 020 8451 9567 or by filling out our contact form here. ServiceMax Description: ServiceMax is an affordable package with a large range of functions designed to enhance the efficiency of the service companies. It provides a wide range of monitoring and reporting functions and has the
ability to provide automatic reminder messages. ServiceMax gives you: Whether you’re an existing customer or a new one, we

What's New In?

ServiceMax is an off-the-shelf service management package for small to medium sized service companies. The main goal of ServiceMax is to assist customers to drive down their running costs. This is achieved by having simple configurable features that can be quickly and easily customised and applied to your business. ServiceMax is suitable
for any type of services with the following features: Automated invoices, calendar reminders, Service customer record, Service change management, Service tracking, Hour rate calculator, E-Mail and Telephone reminder, Equipment booking tool, Change Management, Service Task lists, Time control and Email scheduler. ServiceMax is also
very easy to use, has a friendly user interface which provides immediate access to all functions and is designed for the majority of businesses. ServiceMax is also offered as a hosted solution (ServiceMax Cloud) with the ability to customize and extend your own solution. Latest reviews These are some features that I want and can't afford. I will
be very happy to have them as part of my company. By Khai from York I have been using this. I'm glad I selected it as it does help me with communication. My colleagues can send messages to me with the sender being pre-marked and my employee list.Sign In Search Downtown S’mores with Anne of Printer’s Alley When I was little, my
mom would make me a “s’more” on a Saturday afternoon after we had picnicked in the park. I remember the heavy smell of the shortbread cookies in the oven and seeing mom spread marshmallows on a graham cracker. The secret to the great s’more is that the marshmallow melted so it really sticks to the cookie. I always had to make sure that
the inside of the s’more was very well-toasted; I didn’t want a huge marshmallow hot dog. As I grew up, I wanted to make s’mores at my house. I wanted to make them using the rolled s’mores that I loved at Sprinkles cupcakes. That’s when I tried my first campfire. It took several tries before I found the perfect balance of ingredients. This
summer, I’m going to be camping every weekend. I want to celebrate the summer by being a kid again. To work up an appetite, I’m going
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System Requirements For ServiceMax:

For Windows Minimum: CPU: Intel Core i5 2.5 GHz or better RAM: 2 GB For Macintosh HDD Space: 4 GB 1. Select the language of the instructions in the following fields: Instruction Selection Language: English. Instruction Language: Instruction: English. 2. Set the following fields to the defaults: Language
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